KITS, KITS, KITS
Where do we come from and where do we go from here?
By Jon Iza, EA2SN
ea2sn@ure.es
This is a quick translation of the notes I prepared for my talk on the Spanish National Ham
Convention in Bilbao, in December 2013.
For those of you who don't know, Bilbao
is not the center of the World, but the
center of the whole Universe. This "map
of the world" of Bilbao was not used to
give directions to participants in the
Convention due to the fact that the site
was not in the "center" of town. (See the
A pin)

My talk started with the definition of "kit" given by the National Academy of the Spanish
Language, recently adopted.
kit (Del ingl. kit, y este del neerl. kit)
1. m: Conjunto de productos y utensilios suficientes para conseguir un determinado
fin, que se comercializan como una unidad.
The plural to be used is kits.
As the talk was quite personal, I started with the kits from the 60's, most of them to build radio
receivers with transistors, such as the ones below. Then, color TVs kits were in rage, with a
mark well known: Clarivox.

One company, Retexkit, producing kits for electronic instrumentation: oscilloscopes, valve
voltmeters, audio and RF generators, introduced a tube ham transmitter, a 27 MHz handy-

talky as well as some antenna measurement instruments: grip-dip, impedance meter, and,
later, an SWR meter.

Also, in the 60's some educational kits produced
by Philips arrived to Spain: the Electronic
Engineer (and also the Mechanical Engineer).
Those, like me, who were lucky enough to get
one got a chance to taste kit building since their
childhood. The "Three Kings" (our Spanish
Santa) were the ones who brought me the kit
when I was 9, and once the box opened I
frenzily started building the most complex
experiment of the 20 included on the box: a
three transistor radio. After three hours, I
hooked up the battery and when I heard sounds
on the loudspeaker I shouted so hard that my family thought I was getting electrocuted. That
was how I got hooked on radio.
The building was done on top of a strong fiberboard with a clever spring system.

There are two excellent pages about these kits:
http://ee.old.no/
http://www.hansotten.com/index.php?page=ee-series

This kind of educational toys were a success in Spain
and, later, several kits were launched. From Miranda
de Ebro, Scatrón was one of the longest lived one,
since the 80s past the year 2000. The first kits had a
spring-based hooking system changed later to a boxon-a-matrix one. They advertised on TV with
cybernetic sounds, quite amusing.
Watch the TV ad on Youtube

The toymaker Airgam produced a mostly "electric"
kit called Electro-L

Another kit was produced in Madrid, called Aypetronic. José
EB5AGV has a nice webpage:
http://www.jvgavila.com/aypetronic.htm

They used boxed parts (pictured above on right) poked on a matrixboard. The makers,
though, did not stress themselves too much figuring out a box cover, see the Philips EE
one :-)
Right now, there are similar kits available, expensive but much
more complete than the old ones. Maxitronix has one with 500
experiments in a nice box.

Coming back to the radio kit business, on the 70s and 80s the Spanish market was mainly
covered by two contenders: Carkit and Saleskit, with other minor players: Tronkit, Valkit, etc.
Many were the ones who got a ham license with an AM, crystal controlled, CB kit by Carkit,
either the 3 W one or the 8 W after conversion to 28 MHz.
The transceiver used BD124 transistors for the finals, and the receiver was a superhet
downconverting to 455 kHz, with a possibility for a VFO.

Recently I got in touch with Prof. Javier Sebastián,
University of Oviedo, who told me he used such Tx
kit for his research on Envelope Tracking for linear
amplifiers. His works have been published recently on IEEE Transactions on Power
Electronics.
Saleskit had a large collection of kits, some of them dedicated to RF. One of my first kits was
a regenerative receiver, that I used to listen to aeronautical traffic. Years later I also build a
handy-talky for 144 MHz AM, very difficult to adjust. The Saleskit 93A in the picture was a 144
to 28 conversor which worked really well, similar to other products from that time.

Their main product for hams was a Rx-Tx combo quite elaborated. The Rx had a 144 to 28
conversor, followed by a superhet Rx down to 455 kHz, with SSB, AM and FM detection. The
PSU for the combo was also included on the Rx box.
The Tx had a VFO on 24 MHz followed by a tripler and a doubler, producing 4 W of RF, AM or
FM modulated. They also had a kit for a VHF amplifier, with a 2N6081 RF "space-ship"
transistor.
I did my first transmissions on 2 meters with this, and had a hard time with the wandering
VFO. I read about the hot-cold process to stabilize electronic circuits and proceeded with
great impetus. From the oven to the fridge and back, until I left the VFO in the oven for too
long and Styroflex caps came out baked on a banana-like shape. Of course, the VFO did not
work anymore.

Out of Spain, the major player in the kit field was Heathkit, which had a dealer in Madrid,
Comercial Cruz. They have tried recently to come back, but it seems that we won't see
anymore kits in a near future.
http://www.heathkit.com/
http://www.heathkit-museum.com/
In Europe, the Germans from UKW Berichte (later VHF Communications, too) were
producing excellent kits, that Julio EA4CJ was importing I don't know how.
In the UK, Tony Bailey G3WPO was designing many rigs and instruments, such as the DSB
transmitters, the FET dipmeter, initially commercialized by his company WPO
Communications http://www.wpocomms.co.uk/g3wpo.php

Later, Cirkit ( transformed into Ambit later) produced kits such as
the Omega, the Micron and the kits by G3WPO, which were published on Ham Radio Today
and on Radio and Electronics World.
Another English company was C.M. Howes Communications, which produced many kits,
ranging from active antennas, speech processors to complete transceivers in modular form.

By that time, many were the journals and magazines dedicated to ham radio. Circuits started
to become denser and denser, and more difficult to homebrew at home. At that time, Far
Circuits started offering PCBs of the published circuits in magazines or in the ARRL
Handbook http://www.farcircuits.net/. That helped a lot, as it did the generalization of large
parts dealers able to supply weird parts "in ones": Mouser and Digikey in the USA, Farnell
and Radiospares (RS) in the UK, Reichelt, Pollin, Conrad in Germany ...
Magazines were publishing good circuits and a new generation of designers appeared:
KD1JV, F6BQU, NU8N - K8IQY, in Spain EA3PD, EA3GCY, EA2SX...

In the 90's there is an interesting change: aside from the typical "simple" circuits, professional
(also ham) designers were offering state-of-the-art designs, such as Ulrich Rohde (Rohde
und Schwartz) and his receivers using Crystalonics FETs, Bill Carver W7AAZ, and others. Kit
makers were also following the lead offering better kits, such as Sheldon Hands, from Hands
Electronics, who produced several transceivers of high quality. As an example, he used a
multi-FET preamp to avoid overload on crowded bands.
http://radio.thulesius.se/div_mtrl/RTX109-page.html

In the US, Bill Kelsey, at Kanga US, was producing kits designed by "big names" such as
KK7B, W7ZOI, http://www.kangaus.com/.
In Italy the Nuova Elettronica magazine published many RF designs, later sold as kits. They
had also a Spanish magazine: http://www.nuevaelectronica.com/
Others, such as Sam Ulbing, "Uncle Sam" N4UAU while producing "normal" kits, such as
keyers or filters, was the one introducing SMD construction to the masses, with several
articles on QST and providing SMD kits.
At the time, Dave NN1G, later K1SWL, founded Small
Wonder Labs and sold hundreds of low cost kits for
CW, SSB and PSK transceivers.
http://smallwonderlabs.com/
His were the Rockmites, the Warblers, the SW and
SW+ rigs, as well as the Freq-mite, one of the first
frequency counter with CW output.
Recently, Dave has ceased operations and started a
well deserved retirement.
On the picture it may be seen one of the Rockmites on
an "Altoids" box. Some "frugal" hams started to recycle these boxes as a cheap substitute of
commercial boxes, and they have become universal. Even Maxim, the chip maker, has an
Application Note on their use as RF-tight prototype boxes (see link).
The 90's were also the golden years for the kits made by Clubs. In the QRP field, probably
the most influential club was the NorCal QRP, leaded by Doug KI6DS and Jim WA6GER (SK)
http://norcalqrp.org They produced kits "with a twist": not just PCBs, parts and a schematic.
Their kits were very well thought, with nice boxes, studied ergonomy and all the required and
desired "bells and whistles". Behind the effort were designers such as Wayne Burdick N6KR,
who prepared from the simple Forty-9er, to the well known NC40A, or the multiband Sierra, ...

The NC40A was so well thought that Prof. David Rutledge, from CalTech, started to use it to
teach his students the "Electronics for Radio". His class and lab notes became later a
textbook used in many countries.
But the NorCal saga does not end here. Ori Mizrahi-Shalom AC6AN designed an enlarged
forty-9er called 38 Special, and Dave Fifield AD6A did a 20 meter version of the NC40 called,
how not?, NC20. The concept in kit making was singular. Norcal teamed with the G-QRPClub and for each kit bought, two kits were produced, one for the buyer and another one to
be sent to wannabe hams in developing countries.
Later, Dan Tayloe N7VE -known for his Tayloe mixer- designed the NC2030, a CW
transceiver for 20 or 30 meters with an unsurpassed receiver, according to its specs:
http://www.norcalqrp.org/nc2030.htm
We need to remember here too Bob Okas W3CD (SK) who designed a PIC based frequency
counter and a DDS companion module: FCC-1 and FCC-2
In England, the G-QRP-Club also offered several kits, mainly the Epyphite, by Derry VE7QK
(SK), a DDS kitted by Sheldon Hands, and the NC20 ... http://gqrp.com Recently, they are
offering a new range of kits using "Limerick" construction, a "Manhattan-like" building mode
created by Rex W1REX.
In the US, at the East Coast, the NJ QRP CLub, leaded by George N2APB and Joe N2CX
http://www.njqrp.org/ had a tremendous kitting activity, offering "new ones" such as the DDS30, DDS-60, the PSK Warbler transceiver or the Micro908, a platform still under
development. It merged later with the NorCal to create the American QRP Club, which offer
excellent publications and some kits too.
In Germany, the DL-QRP-AG club produced kits by the hand of Peter DL2FI on his
http://www.qrpproject.de/ site. They still produce a range of excellent kits.
And, not to forget, the EA-QRP-Club has been offering a free PCB on the Winter issue of its
Bulletin.
An important change occurring on the kit market is the generalization of SMD: right now, kit
makers are struggling to maintain in production kits with leaded parts, as the market for such
kind of parts is disappearing. SMD is here to stay, so we better get ready for that, either using
hand soldering or learning to use solder paste and ovens.

I will make here a stop to comment on two kit makers who have
got a large success: One is Wayne Burdick N6KR who,
toghether with Eric Swartz WA6HHQ, created Elecraft and have
set the highest standard on radio kits. Their K2, a full kit, is still
one of the best transceivers on the market on its price range.
Later, for their K3 and KX3 rigs, they had to switch from "parts
kits" to "module kits" due to their complexity and number of
SMD parts.

The second is Steve «Melt Solder» Weber, KD1JV. He has published tonnes of designs,
ranging from DDS and Spectrum Analyzers on the 90's to keyers, tuners and transceivers.
http://kd1jv.qrpradio.com/
His passion for the Appalachian Trail led him to build a
compact, multiband, CW transceiver called "Appalachian Trail
Sprint" or ATS on an Altoids box. The success was immediate
and kits were selling like hot cakes. Nowadays each batch of
kits lasts for 24 hours or so on the Internet.
His original Appalachian Trail Sprint ATS batch was composed
of only 50 units. Then, 100 ATS-2 were made, followed by
another 100 units of the ATS-3 and ATS-3A each. The ATS-3B
demand was so high that some 400 units were sold. PSK was integrated by using a Pocket
PC with the Pocketdigi software.
Then, he prepared 100 slightly larger transceivers, the ATS-4, with a nice LCD and another
150 ATS-4A. His last contraption on this field goes back to the origins of a small, lightweight
transceiver, especially for SOTA activities, and it is called the Mountain Top'er Radio or MTR,
a small, compact two-bander. Steve is very generous with his work, and has given away the
rights for several kits to Clubs, in order to get some funding for QRP activities. He has also
designed under contract for Hendricks kits qrpkits.com excellent kits such as the PFR-3, the
MMR40, the Tribander, or the Deluxe TennaDipper.
The kit business jumps on every available ocassion: that is the case of the AD9850 DDS
modules from China. There are many histories on the Internet on why these modules are
available in such quantity and so cheap but the point is that we, "frugal" hams, don't care too
much about the origin and dive on the opportunity of building stuff with them.
Originally the Analog Devices AD9850 was over 20 Euro a
piece. Now, the board (chip, PCB, xtal oscillator, LED and
parts) may be bought for less than 4 Euros, shipping
included.
So, many designers have jumped on the occasion and
built things with these boards.

We have here several examples, such as the VFO from EA3GCY or the Multi-band, Direct
Conversion Transceiver by KD1JV, an Arduino "shield" by Kanga in the UK

or a Xtal Bank by N3ZI, with two modules!

Aside from the mainstream (transceivers, tuners, keyers), kit making also dives into new
concepts not covered by the big makers. One of those concepts is the MEPT, low power
transmitters used for propagation studies, using specific modes such as QRSS, Slow-Hell or
WSPR. The availability of computers on the shack makes very easy the reception of these
"visual" modes, for instance with Argo. Here, two kits, by Etherkit and Hans G0UPL (his last
version sporting a DDS module too to become frequency agile).
etherkit.com
hanssummers.com
These kits may be a good and
cheap option for those who
want to show other hams what
is possible to achieve by using
low power.
The slow-Hell demo with the
call and locator was
transmitted in about 4 minutes,
using only 15 Hz on 30 m.
The WSPR demo was done with 5 W on 17 m in about 6 hours

Another concept which has found a niche on kits is the SDR.
The original Softrock-40 designed by Tony KB9YIG and Bill KD5TFD was a very
cheap kit providing a taste of SDR to the masses. Thousands of them were sold,
and today Tony at fivedash.com still sell them, as well as other more elaborated
ones, including transceivers.
On the other side of complexity, Nick VK2DX started offering several kits, with
the Genesis 59 as the biggest one,
designed mainly by Tasa YU1LM with
Dusan, YT1DL, providing the required
software.
genesisradio.com.au/

The SDR concept arrived also to Japan, where
Miura-san, JA7TDO, provided simple monoband
SDR receivers, later evolved to DDS controlled
multiband receivers. zao.jp/radio/
Japan is now for most of the westerners a hidden treasure. The kit market is large and there
is a special niche for novices. "Fancy-Crazy-Zippy lab" is one of the precursors, since 1976,
with very low prices www.fcz-lab.com/tera-english.html. Okubo-san, JH1FCZ, co-inventor of
the SuperVXO, also publishes a magazine, CirQ, which may be downloaded from the
Internet www.fcz-lab.com/cirq.html, full of interesting schematics and beautiful watercolors
but now mainly dedicated to optical communications.

On the SDR niche, Germans have developed two different ways of making kits: one is the
magazine Funkamateur, which has a large number of kits and parts shop. They are quality
kits, with good parts and PCBs www.funkamateur.de. They have several monoband SDR
receivers, some of them for IF to be used as panadaptors, and transceivers too.
The other was a development by the
Duisburg Radio Club, which offers PCB
and special parts (microprocessors),
whereas the remaining of the inventory is
obtained through a deal with a large
German parts dealer: Reichelt. This is an
interesting concept, as it reduces the
dedication of the club members to kit
making. www.darc.de/distrikte/l/02/sdr/
Just with two concepts we have visited kit makers in 5 countries, but there are more.
In India, also another untapped resource, we find Fox
Delta www.foxdelta.com where Dinesh VU2FD offers a
large selection of instrumentation and interface kits:
wattmeters, antenna analyzers, SWR meters,
Soundcard Echolink interfaces. Quality is sometimes a
bit edgy, but prices are really good.
Another interesting maker is Sunil Lakhani, who offers
several kits related to the BITX concept:
Boards, counters, frequency stabilizers, etc.
cqbitx.blogspot.com.es
In Europe, out of the traditional kit makers, we find kits in many countries, such as a
RadioClub from Portugal, CT1ARR, www.ct1arr.org with a couple of PIC based antenna
accesories, Kent Electronics, from The Netherlands, www.kent-electronics.nl with a large
number of kits with home-made PCBs, the excellent
Juma kits from Finland, www.jumaradio.com or the
cheap-but-good kits from Hamshop in the Czech
Republic www.hamshop.cz (on the picture a KD1JV Ltuner on an Altoids box)
The UK has been always a place with many kit makers,
from the WPO and Cirkit times until now. Some of the
current kit makers are listed here: Ron G4GXO of
Cumbria Designs, www.cumbriadesigns.co.uk, Tim
G3PCJ of Walford Electronics
www.walfordelectronics.co.uk, the new Kanga UK
www.kanga-products.co.uk, Spectrum Communications www.spectrumcomms.co.uk or
Jabdog www.jabdog.com

Steve G6ALU was behind the Milton-Keynes radio club
activities and took over the sales of a BITX-derived
transceiver, the MKARS-80, as well as other interesting
kits (SWR-Power meter, CW adapter, etc) www.radiokits.co.uk/

In the USA, we found the commercial kit making
operation of Hendricks kits, qrpkits.com, the work of
Doug KI6DS, one of the key persons behind the NorCal
QRP Club in the 90s, with good designers.
And some very active clubs, such as the
Four States QRP Club www.4sqrp.com
which produces kits by some of the most
gifted designers on our ranks: Jim K8IQY,
(on the picture his SS-40 "stable and
sensitive receiver"), Dave NM0S, etc. or
the Baton Rouge ARC, which produced a
nice soundcard interface kit
www.brarc.org.
Another discovery was the Chinese market. The first Chinese kit seen was the KN-Q7, in an
ad on the pages of Break-In, from NZART, from a kiwi company which was selling them.
Years later I was intrigued by a four-bander, SSB and CW transceiver with a digital display,
the KN-Q10A. BD6CR/4 was selling them, and I got one. While struggling to get the rig going
I became aware of the humongous kit market, called by them “DIY”. Some kits were copies of
Western designs, such as the HB1A/B (copied from the Elecraft KX1) youkits.com later sold
by TenTec in the USA or the Sark-100 antenna analyzer by EA4FRB. But there were also
new designs, such as the already named KN-Q10A, and
the new version of the KN-Q7A (nicknamed “el chinito” in
Spain), or the “Rock-mite” on steroids called CRK1 by
www.crkits.com
The Chinese version of Ebay, called Taobao, offers lots of
kits at excellent prices, but sometimes they come with
some pitfails.
While trying to fix the KN-Q10A, I had to resource to a
forum in Chinese, using automatic translation. Sometimes
the outcome from translation was hilarious, sometimes a hieroglyph. Here are some
examples for you to taste:
Problema: la trompeta suena muy pequeña, cerca a los oídos para oír los
sonidos de la melodía.
Tengo una voz estridentes, pero digital placa lejos de las placas de molde sin, en el PIN es
muy corto, que no sé cómo sucedió.
Pegatinas de validador, humildes, devuelven el código necesita las pegatinas de profesor de
oso de sus consultas. Amigos finas de soldadura puede probar sus Q10 puede utilizarse el
puerto serie.
Siga las instrucciones, poner 6BF resistor de k MC1350 y B2-4 10 sustituido 1 K, chillido

completamente ido.
¿Sonido de cuerno de 6 K es grande, mi máquina encerrados en una tarde, noche y perdió
el bloqueo y cómo ajustar y ninguna reacción!
We are lucky now in Spain, as there is a dealer who has taken steps
to provide good, complete manuals in Spanish transverters.net

Finally, on this search of kits worldwide, we do have some kit makers in Spain who deserve
our recognition. For instance, Melchor EA4FRB who designed an excellent antenna analyzer,
the Sark-100 in kit form, now converted into a more complex Sark-110 www.ea4frb.eu. Josep
EC5ACP took advantage of an RF door-opener chip to produce a nice digital VFO, also used
as the core of an antenna analyzer
ec5acp.jimdo.com. Manuel EA4BVZ is offering now
a CW Tx kit for the new 478 kHz band. And, of
course, Javier EA3GCY, who offered many kits in
the 80s and 90s and now is back with two winners:
the SSB ILER transceiver, for 40 or 20 meters and a
CW transceiver dedicated to the late Miguel
EA3EGV (SK) and named after his suffix EGV-40.
ea3gcy.blogspot.com.es/
The kit was used for a Buildathon at my RadioClub,
and I have been informed that they are using the
ILER-40 and some of my notes for teaching and lab practice on two Spanish Universities,
Oviedo (Prof. Javier Sebastián, EA1FGT) and Zaragoza (Prof. Arturo Mediano), replicating
the experience from Prof. Rutledge from CalTech with the NorCal 40A. I am really happy and
proud of this, and I am sure Javier, the designer, is more than pleased.
As I am talking on a Buildathon, renamed as “Montajetón” in Spanish, from Montaje and
Maratón, a building marathon, I would like to introduce now this subject, very well connected
with our kits.
Buildathons are excellent opportunities to introduce kit
building to novices and youngsters. Usually are linked to
a convention or meeting, building a kit in one session,
but it may be a Radioclub effort split in several sessions
for a large, complex kit (or antennas). Usually there is an
excellent environment, with experienced hams helping
the novices, having access to instrumentation and
seasoned kit builders who may fix any problem on the
spot. Buildathons are also good to learn new building
techniques, such as SMD or Manhattan construction.

The ILER-40 Buildathon at the RadioClub Foronda EA2RCF was prepared in two phases:
I) Prior to the building sessions, involving a) the study of the schematic to split the building in
several sessions, b) the preparation of the instrumentation required to test each building step

(in our case using the PC with soundcard adaptors and SDR), c) preparation of the
documentation and d) do the shopping for the kits and ancillaries (good quality solder, etc).
The second phase was the Buildathon itself, which started
with the Inventory for the session using the ad-hoc sheets,
and building the kit section by section, with intermediate
tests, supervised by several experienced hams.

We were able to test many sections of the transceiver
and show the participants the behavior of key blocks
such as the RF mixer. In the example shown, music
was fed to the mike input and the output of the mixer
was directed to an SDR to see the mixing effect on the sidebands. At the end of these
sessions all participants finished their kits and are using them on the air with great pride.

Until now I have reviewed where do we come from. Now it is time for where do we go from
here...
I will have to talk now about a new trend called “open source hardware”, but for us hams this
is a well know tradition which has been passing from ham to ham for decades. A gifted
designer, or teams of them, have published on ham journals full details on all kind of
contraptions (antennas, rigs, keyers, PSUs, you name it) sharing with others for them to
enjoy, to thinker, and when possible to enhance or update. This has been a tradition and we
hope it will stay.
The trend comes from the “open source software” concept, with there Free Software
Foundation, and the GPL licenses or “copylefts”. The communication capability hams have
always enjoyed to get in touch and collaborate for this kind of contraptions, is now in the
hands of the general public through Internet. This collaborative work is the one behind “open
source hardware”. Students and aficionados were the ones driving this, but now it has
entered the professional world. Electronic Design News has been dedicating several articles
to this initiative and comments on the advantages of it, such as less cost to build and buy, a
larger market due to its low cost and the involvement of the community and, of course,
making money due to higher sales volumes although with lower profit margins. The sent a
survey to more than 4000 people and more than 80 % of students and aficionados were
using open source hardware as well as open source software for their designs, but it was
noticed that 56% of the professionals surveyed were thinking on using in 2013 open source
hardware and software too. Some of the reasons for this change is the easy access and use,
the large number of ideas put forward by the community and the availability of “open” tools
and resources.
Several years back, Steve Elliot, K1EL, launched in 2009 the OpenQRP initiative
OpenQrp.org, and he wrote “I would like to present an experiment to see if it’s possible to
develop ham radio equipment by a community of radio amateurs who exchange ideas on the
Internet." The idea was to design a CW
transceiver for 40 meters, using an Arduino
for controlling the rig, the LCD and the keyer,
a PSoC for S-meter and CW decoding, using
open source software for schematics and
PCB layout, Arduino and PSoC programming,
toroid calculation, and circuit simulation
(LTSpice and RFsim99).
The rig is now available in the US and the UK,
and it is very nice to build and operate. On the
PCB the front and center is used for pushbuttons, LCD, and microprocessors, whereas
the left side is dedicated to the Tx and the
right side to the Rx.
Following that path, this year TenTec has come up with a
similar design, a development platform with a very basic CW
transceiver for 20 and 40 meters (hand switched), were all
the brains are located on an Arduino Chip Kit Uno 32, trying
to bring to ham radio the young people which has been
doing robotics with Arduinos or other similar development
systems. In a few months, the collaborative work has
produced a few hardware changes and many software
changes, including an LCD, a Morse counter, a CW decoder,
and beacons with different modes.

Prior to the end, for those of you who think that kit building may be bad for your health,
recently a ham doctor from Australia, Dr. Erich S. Heinzle VK5HSE has published on QEX a
pilot study after measuring the Lead levels on blood on several kit builders.
Results show that there is no Lead poisoning and that simple hygiene rules may be enough
to stay healthy, especially solder in a well ventilated area (although most of the smoke comes
from the rosin) and wash the hands after homebrewing, avoiding eating while on the shack
building stuff.
I would like to conclude my talk with some key ideas, and I will summarize them as:
There is a large offer of kits around the world. Internet is your friend.
SMD is here to stay, so forget your fears, learn the technique, and get ready!
Some kit batches are very small (50-100 kits). Grab´em as soon as you can!
Take advantage of Buildathons and promote them.
“Open source hardware” may be a way to incorporate new blood.
And, finally: Understand your kit maker: is your fiend.
Learn to appreciate his or her large effort and the “benefits” obtained
Be thankful (and you will be nicely compensated)
Share and enjoy!

